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Open Letter to the Councíls on Ethics for pensión funds about Chevron's investment ethícal concerns
Dear Members of the Councils on Ethics for pensión funds,
This letter is aimed to point out the support you are providing, maybe unintentionally, to the perpetration of a
huge environmental crime. We are writing to you because we believe that you should be aware of that and, if
you already are, because we believe that you must take action. As you probably already know, Chevron has
coramitted and continúes to commit environmental crimes all over the world but, in particular, we would like
to cali your attention to its laigest oil contamination, where the company is Hable for Texaco's operations from
1964 to 1992 in the Ecuadorian Amazon Rainforest. The consequences of decades of crude directly spilled in
water bodies and soil, along with the open-air combustión of oil associated gas, have affected an área of
around 450,000 hectares, and its 30,000 indigenous and faimers inhabitants. This contamination has caused'
inestimable damages to the entire ecosystem and to the local people's subsistence, health and culture.
This letter supports the tireless legal and social struggle of the afifected people, who, in 1993, filed a lawsuit in
New York against Chevron (at the time Texaco) denouncing the company's misconduct. The case, Aguinda v.
Chevron Texaco, was finally defíned in Ecuador, after nearly two decades of draining and expensive litigations.
Indeed, on February 14, 2011, the Ecuadorian Provincial Court ofSucimbíos condemned the corporation to a
$ 18 bilüon compensation including punitive damages, then removed by the Supreme Court of Ecuador, which
assessed the compensation to $ 9.51 billion. Meanwhile Chevron withdrawn all its assets from Ecuador, so that
the plaintififs cannot recover their financial due in the country. Therefore, they are undertaking legal actions in
order to seize the company's assets abroad. During this lapse of time, Chevron's conduct has been
characterized by the use of aggressive attacks against the plaintiffs, dilatory actions and misuse of laws in a
desperate attempt to avoid payment and reparation. All this has even worsened the company's responsibilities,
the public opinión towards it, along with the human and environmental losses, which become more serious
each day.
Our aim with this letter is not to attack Chevron (as the company did with its victims), but to compel the
company to accept its responsibilities for its wrongdotng in Ecuador. Given the disproportion between the
economic resources on which the corporation can rely and the scarce means of the injured party, victims are
gaining worldwide support in all kind of academic and legal forums. The battle for environmental justice shall
not be hjndered by complex of power which keeps the victims silent because of a déficit of resources. This is
the reason why we warmly ask you to reconsider your investment in Chevron. Lideed, thanks to reckless and
poorly informed investors, this unbalanced structure of impunity can survive.
The criticism related to investing in an unfair business, like Chevron, has already been perceived by numerous
pensiónfimds.Among them are, the Swedish Pensión Fxmd, the Belgian Insurance Company, the Luxembourg
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Pensión Fund, the Norwegian SovCTeign Wealth, and the Dutch Pensión Fund, all which made the decisión to
disinvest from the company, in accordance with their ethicai codes, and to put the company in a list of the
excluded businesses, due to its reproachable conduct towards the environment and human rights. These
decisions may be added to an overall movement of divestment from fossil fiiels, shared by numerous European
(like the Germán Presseversorgungswerik, the British Haringey Pensión Fund, the Danish PKA and PEA
Pensión), many Australian and some North American pensiónftmds.AfiiUlist of pensión funds' disinvestment
commitment is available at http://gofossilfree.org/commitments/ (insert the filter "pensión fund"). With this
letter, we encourage you to follow these noble examples of consistency between what is afíirmed in your
principies and the real practice of your institution, by an active and aware use of your rights as investors.
Environmental ethics should orient your investment cholees, and this kind of ethics demands a two-sided
reflection. The fírst reason we would like you to consider regards the importance that the Chevron's impacted
área has for the local inhabitants. The Amazon Rainforest región at issue represents an extremely delicate área
for the ancestral cultures, including the Cofei, Siona, Secoya, Kichwa and Huaorani, which have developed
there over the centuries. The corporation's business has strongly impacted the ttaditional lifestyles of diose
tribes, up to that time largely untouched by modem civilization. The devastation of the homelands of those
people is an unacceptable crime and we ask you to reflect on how people in the Western world would feel if a
stranger came and destroyed their homes.. If this offense remains xmpunished, a precedent of tacit permission
to cultural destruction and communities' displacement will be established. This could happen not only in the
remote Amazon Rainforest but also in westem countries. The destruction of this área is not just a matter of the
local affected people, it is a matter of the entire world.
There is also a second element we ask you to reflect on. The reason for the existence of a pensión fund and its
mission is to care for the foture of fonner employees, once they commence retirement. Therefore, a futurebased logic should be at the core of pensión fimds' strategies, The long-term perspective on which pensión
fijnds rely demands one to ponder on how to combine the fund's wealth with the well-being of its own
beneficiaries. Corporations like Chevron continué to threaten the existence of the hfe on our planet, because
they keep destroying important lungs for humanity, like the Amazon Rainforest, and priceless biodiversity
hotspots. A fund investing in fossil fuels businesses conducted by environmentally harmful firms plays a role
in this threat. Its income may provide a pensión to the recipients but will probably jeopardize their íuture
wellbeing, intrinsically related to the preservation of a healthy environment. Therefore, we ask every pensión
fund investing in Chevron or in other fraudulent companies, in the ñame of their addressees, to stop fínancing
operations that are detrimental for each human being. By supporting the shareholders' resolution exactly
asking for Chevron's compliance with its obhgations in Ecuador, you contribute to makmg the world in which
your beneficiaries are going to retire a healthy and aijoyable planet.
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We expect and we demand such reflections to be made by the Councils on Ethics for paision funds, which
have the task to evalúate whether a fund's investment in a company is consistent with its Ethicai Guidelines.
The decisión can and must be based exactly on these parameters: what more than a hxmian rights violation or a
severe environmental damage shall motivate a Council on Ethics to exelude a company from investment? We
plead that those Councils of fimds fínancing environmentally harmfiil firms opt for a pressure on companies in
order for them to mitígate their environmental impacts and to bear the responsibilities for the consequences
they genérate.
We address this letter to you because we are aware of the potentiality of pensión fiinds to influence the global
economic scenario. You are often the greatest institutional investor in a country and the economic power you
hold asks you to be conscious that you can make a change with your investment decisions. The world's largest
300 pensión fimds collectively hold around S 6 irilhon in assets, which means a huge power to orient
businesses' strategies. And the more power the fund has, the greater is the responsibility carried by the Council
on Ethics. An example of a notable use of this power has been represented by the Jime 2015 decisión of the
Norwegian Fund in pulling investments out of companies deriving 30 percent or more of their business from
coal. Along with the Norwegian Fund, many other big investors have taken the decisión to cut coal
investments.
We urge you to reflect also on the operational risk that the poor management of the Aguinda case may
genérate. In order to sustain and expand its business, Chevron must constantly gain access to new projects, for
which it feces a worldwide competition with other coiporations. The company's chance to win this
competition strongly depends on both legal permission from govemments and "social license to opérate" from
local communities. A firm acknowledged as irresponsible towards the environment and unfair in dealing with
govemments and local communities is unlikely to be chosen. Therefore, in the ñame of all the people fighting
worldwide against Chevron's crimes, such as in Alaska, Mississippi, California, Panamá, Colombia, Ecuador,
Perú, Suriname, Brazil, Nigeria, Angola, Belgium, Romania, Kuwait, Kazakhstan, Thailand, Indonesia,
Philippines, Canadá, New Zealand, in your Fund's interest and on behalf of your Fimd's beneficiaries, we
exhort you to oppose Chevron's operations and demónstrate the real power of yow Council on Ethics, Given
the urgency of the Ecuadorian oil crime's reparation, we request you to urge the company to comply with its
obligations by supporting the shareholders' resolution regarding special meetings (Item 12 on theproxy card)
that raises the issue of Chevron's obligation to clean up and condénsate communities in Ecuador,
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